HYDROCITY OF AJMAN, United Arab Emirates

Hydrocity of Ajman offers a green

EXPLODED AXONOMETRIC OF ONE TOWER

THE FUTURE OF ENERGY GENERATION lifestyle of conserving and generating
energy from the city to the city, using
WATER TOWERS & KINETIC ENERGY

The bridging systems helps to connect the residential
units to the office units. The bridges are also used as
circulation systems for both the vehicles and residence.

hydropower towers and captured
kinetic energy from vehicles, which is
later converted to electricity.

RECHARGEABLE BATTERY TOWERS
ELECTRICITY GENERATION
THROUGH KINETIC ENERGY
Tower Module with
Courtyard Space

Hydrocity of Ajman is primarily a re-urbanization of a district in
Ajman called Emirates city, it is adjacent to the E311 road where it links

Current site of Emirates City in
Ajman, United Arab Emirates

CONCEPT- OUR VISION

all the emirates together in the United Arab Emirates.
The site before the proposal consists of a cluster of residential towers in
different construction stages that are relatively placed close to one another. They all have the same typology, style and height in which these
towers rest on a multi-storey parking structure as a podium.
However, the density, the organization and proportion of these towers
made the site look as a dense concrete jungle of towers that lacks an
interactive space for the residents to socialize.

Hydrocity of Ajman represents a place of modern mixed-use project offering offices, residential units,
commercial and entertainment programs expressing a contemporary way of living. In which it combines the

MASTER PLAN - The project proposes an urban and contemporary lifestyle of conserving and generating energy while taking into consideration the social, environmental and economical approaches of the site.
The continuous bridging system of ramps and bridges connects the
towers and knits the site together to allow easier circulation for the residence.

elements of work, live and socialize together within the same context, to provide a flexible and easier lifestyle for
the residence.

The project also addresses 3 main points of resiliency which are economic, social and environmental.
Economic- Each of the towers is mainly designed as an open concrete parking structure with a central courtyard

Office Module

Vehicular and Pedestrian
Bridging System
Structure System

Each tower has a car elevator that allows the
residence and employees to park their car right
next to their working or living space.

Residential/ Office units with spacings for parking and social
zones

Turbine generators create,store, then
redirects energy to power the buildings.
Every press= 5W x 12S

POROSITY & FLEXIBILITY OF SPAC-

2 Bedroom Module

and a modular grid system with modular size program units that would be adapted and converted interchangeably depending on the demand of the economy over time.
Social- The project proposes various scales of public space both within and outside the tower just to create a
variety of leisure experience for all age groups. For example, we have sky dine that is in the hydropower tower and
other wide range of entertainment, commercial and retail facilities that all overlook a panoramic view of the central water body in the proposal.
Environmental- The project proposes the use of hydropower towers which are located in the center of the
master plan and captured kinetic energy from vehicles. So, both of these forms of energy are used to generated
electricity and provide it back to the grid and the hydrocity block.

Vehicular kinetic Pressure
=
Electrical Energy

One tower module is linked with another to create a
chain of buildings.

The design of the towers addresses concepts of porosity of exterior spaces, felxibility of programs and connections between
public and private amenities, through
ramps and bridges.
Outdoor balcony spaces with a
Panoramic view
Truss bridging system connects towers
and allows residents to move freely

FOUR THINGS YOU NEED TO KNOW ABOUT HYDROCITY OF AJMAN

Each residential unit has its own parking
space to allow the car to drive up the
apartment

One side of the tower has residential units and the other side has
office units .

Wooden louvres are used to provide
a better shading system for the apartment units

Each building has its own central courtyard and
sky-high roof gardens.

Section Perspective showing a set of social bridges accommodating social programs, such as gym, kindergarten and arcade spaces.

Hydropower tower stores and generates energy, as well as, accomodates sky dine restaurants for
the residence.

View of outdoor landscape.

View of cafe and restaurants located at the center of hydrocity. View of cafe and restaurants strip at night.

View of the hydrocity from a balcony.

View of a social bridge inside the tower.

View of the social bridges for circulation and occupying
social programs.

View of the singular basketball court for social distancing.

View of the kindergarten located in the social bridge.

View across from the inside of the towers.

